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Language Arts 
 

All students receive a minimum of two hours of Language Arts classes daily that include ASL and 
English. Some classes specifically focus on literature and/or composition. Other classes 
emphasize more on ASL acquisition and learning. The balance between ASL and English is 
determined on a case-by-case basis through careful language planning based on the needs of 
each child. 
 

ASL Language Arts: NMSD has ASL teachers 
and an ASL specialist to support each child’s 
development of ASL as a complete language 
with its own set of rules. We also believe that 
all teachers are responsible for teaching ASL in 
their classrooms.  

English Language Arts: NMSD follows a 
balanced literacy framework that specifically 
supports students’ reading and writing 
through independent, shared, guided and 
modeled reading and writing.  

Resources: ASL literature, technology and 
print literature are used to teach ASL as a first 
and second language at NMSD. ASL Language 
Arts and Deaf Studies courses are provided to 
students of different ages from K-12. 

 

Resources: Various resources including 
literature, trade books, leveled books, and 
other authentic types of literature 
(newspapers, journals, and so forth) are used 
to teach reading. NMSD uses the 6+1 traits of 
writing model to teach writing and also use 
the Step Up to Writing program to support our 
students’ written language development along 
with various grammar and other supporting 
resources. 

 

Math 
 

All students are required to take math classes throughout the years. The high school program 
requires a minimum of four years of math. In their classes, NMSD students experience not only 
the “hows” but also the “whys” of Math. In addition to learning math skills, our students learn 
how to apply those skills in real-life situations.  

Resources: Various resources including Envision Math and My Math are used for the Elementary grades. 
Connected Math by Pearson is used in our Middle and High School Departments. Additionally, we use 
textbooks by various companies designed specifically to teach Consumer Math, Trigonometry, Pre-
Calculus and Calculus. Hands-on learning is an integral part of the math program and resources include a 
variety of manipulatives and other resources to teach specific skills.  
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Social Studies 
 

NMSD believes that History and Social Studies is best learned through experiential learning and 
that students learn through hands-on experiences as well as projects and research. History is 
learned through videos, textbooks, lessons taught by teachers, and various online and print 
resources. Various courses are offered that match the New Mexico State Standards which 
includes basic social studies at the younger ages (including but not limited to the community, 
careers, basic geography, and knowing one’s own environment). As students become older, 
they delve more into Geography, New Mexico History, American History, Ancient Civilizations, 
World History as well as Government/Civics, and Economics. Students are also actively involved 
in learning Deaf History and NMSD’s history integrated into their classes. Based on individual 
interest, students may also become involved in the operations of the NMSD museum. 
 

Resources: History and Social Studies online resources include NewsCurrents and Encyclopedia 
Britannica. Print resources include History Alive! (Teachers Curriculum Institute), and various 
World History, American History and New Mexico History textbooks provided by local 
publishers as well as Houghton Mifflin companies approved by the state. Geography is taught 
using materials developed by Nystrom. Economics and Government classes are also taught in 
high school using materials from the Center for Civic Education. Supplemental resources from 
AGS Publishing are used in American History, World History, and Economics. 

 
 

Science 
 

NMSD believes that the success of our students’ future relies upon their knowledge of Science, 
Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM). Therefore, our science classes reflect that mission 
by creating learning environments where students can inquire, experience, and apply 
information learned. Critical thinking and problem-solving skills are modeled and taught 
through problem-based learning experiences.  

Resources: Students from K through the 8th grade experience science through hands-on learning 
using the Full Option Science System (FOSS) developed by Delta Education. They also learn 
through reading non-fiction texts, such as textbooks, National Geographic readers, science 
magazines, and various science readers published by DeltaScience and Raintree Fusion, as 
supplemental resources. Our high school students are provided a variety of courses to choose 
from including but not limited to Biology, Life Science, Chemistry, Physical Science and Physics 
with textbooks and other resources including lab materials designed specifically to teach these 
subjects. Special courses are occasionally offered including but are not limited to Environmental 
Science, Forensics and Zoology. 

 


